Abstract. Small teeth difference planetary gear is a planetary gear drive, the drive ring plate is a special form of few teeth difference planetary transmission, by double crank gear mechanism guiding circular translational research object of this paper is a bicycles ring transmission part of the gear condition interference does not occur. On the basis of previous error factors it takes into account the actual tooth profile overlap interference limits the minimum allowable value calculation formula, where in the center distance error and the impact of the introduction of tooth thickness deviation tooth profile interference, simultaneous analysis of both its impact sensitivity. A reasonable allocation of parts machining tolerances, tooth profile to avoid interference, lower manufacturing costs provide a theoretical basis.
Introduction
The small teeth is a kind of planetary gear transmission, which is composed of an external gear and an internal gear to form a pair of internal gear pair, the difference between the number of teeth inside and outside the gear less, so referred to as the number of teeth less differential drive. The small of teeth is usually 1 tooth, 2 teeth, 3 teeth, etc. Ring plate drive is a special form of small number of teeth difference planetary transmission [1] , through the double crank gear mechanism for circular translation. According to parallel quadrilateral, the ring-plate drive can be divided into two rings, tricycles, four-ring and other forms and the object of this study for the double-loop transmission ring part of the transmission. This article study the condition of the internal contact does not interfere. The influence of some practical factors on the internal meshing interference is considered, which provides the theoretical reference for the design of the double -loop transmission and provides the technical reference for the manufacturing assembly. Figure 1 for the double-loop transmission mechanism diagram. In the internal meshing drive, it is possible that the tooth profile that does not overlap at the meshing position is overlapped with each other. This phenomenon is called tooth profile overlap interference, or tooth tip angle interference. In many literatures, it has been given that the constraint condition of internal interference is less than 0 [2] , that is, the theoretical condition of noninterference, but the derivation of this condition does not take into account the influence of practical factors on overlapping interference such as machining error and Installation error. The influence of these actual error pairs is described in literature [3] . On the basis of this literature, the influence of center distance error and tooth thickness deviation is added. This article studies tooth profile interference condition base on these kinds of errors.
The effect of center distance error on [Gs]
The relationship between the center distance of the gear pair in the inner meshing and the meshing angle is: Under the premise of considering only the deviation of the center, through the formula
Which is . In this paper, the ring-type transmission Fr is 0.041mm, crank eccentricity deviation of 05 0. ± mm, so 091 . 0 ± = ∆a mm. Fig. 2 shows the effect of the center distance error pair ] [ s G . From Fig. 2 , it can be concluded that there is no other error in the case where the center distance error is negative, then the corresponding value is positive. The effect of the center pair error pair is that it decreases with the increase of the center distance error, so the center distance deviation should be as non-negative as possible, which can reduce the occurrence of the interference phenomenon.
Effect of tooth thickness deviation on [Gs]
Tooth thickness deviation refers to the sub-cylindrical surface, the thickness of the century and the nominal tooth thickness difference. Tooth thickness on the deviation of Esns, is the minimum thickness of the tooth thickness; tooth thickness deviation Esni is the maximum thickness of the amount of thinning. By the formula
can be gotten [5] , only consider the conditions of tooth thickness deviation, there is no other error in the case, 
Which z1, z2 and r1, r2 are the number of teeth outside the internal gear and the radius of the index circle. Then, we can get it: 
Two kinds of errors on the interference sensitivity analysis
In this paper, we consider only the influence of single error pair ] [ s G , and we will study the interference sensitivity of center distance error and tooth thickness error. From the formula (3) and (5) can be obtained from the center error and tooth thickness error on the comparison chart, as shown in Fig.4 that the sensitivity of tooth thickness deviation to tooth profile interference is much higher than that of center distance error.
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Summary
Based on the study of predecessors, this paper continues to study the ] [ s G calculation of the allowable value of the tooth profile overlap interference constraint condition considering the actual error factors, which introduces the influence of the center distance error and the tooth thickness deviation on the tooth profile interference. The influence of the distance error and the tooth thickness deviation on the tooth profile interference is analyzed, and the sensitivity of the tooth profile interference parameters to different errors is determined, and the processing of the parts is also distributed rationally tolerance. Avoiding tooth profile interference, reduce manufacturing costs to provide theoretical basis.
